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A 3D shape generative method for aesthetic product
design.

Abstract.
In this work, we present a generative method for the exploration of product shapes in the
conceptual design stage. The method is based on three concepts: the use of a
parametric modeller to build shapes, the notion of grammars to capture product visual
appearances and the assimilation of sketch transformation rules into the system to
produce variations. We utilize a combination of morph boxes and 2D and 3D generic
shapes to build the product. This procedure allows many different configurations with a
minimal set of shapes, and permits the adaptation of models from a product to another.
The performance of the method is demonstrated through several examples extracted
from the literature.
Keywords: Aesthetics; generative modelling; computer aided conceptual design; shape
exploration

Introduction.
The visual appearance is very often a fundamental attribute of a product. During the
conceptual stage, designers explore the solutions space and try to conceive suitable
appealing concepts that subsequently elaborate in the following stages. Many authors
have studied the processes that lead to successful product concepts, as well as the
obstacles to creativity that hamper the designer tasks at this stage (Boden, 2004; Cross,
1997, 2008; Dorst & Cross, 2001). A relevant research field related to formal design
focuses on the relationship between sketching (as product shape or solution depiction)
and creativity (Do, Gross, Neiman, & Zimring, 2000; Goel, 1995; Goldschmidt, 1991;
Obrenovic, 2009; Schon & Wiggins, 1992; Suwa & Tversky, 1997; van Sommers, 1984).
One of the most studied creativity blockers is fixation (Jansson & Smith, 1991), a
phenomenon by which the designer tends to stick to a limited space of familiar solutions
instead of opening to new and unexplored paths.(Crilly, 2015; Crilly & Cardoso, 2017;
Vasconcelos & Crilly, 2016). This is such an important blocker that might deserve an
own research field (Crilly & Cardoso, 2017).
The scientific community has conducted an intensive research on methods and
techniques aiming to foster creativity (Wang & Nickerson, 2017). Some works focus
specifically in the field of computer assisted creativity (Bernal, Haymaker, & Eastman,
2015; Gabriel, Monticolo, Camargo, & Bourgault, 2016; Gero, 2000; X. Liu, Li, Pan, & Li,
2011; Lubart, 2005), and many researchers have analysed the influence of the use of
computers in creative performance of designers. (Chang, Chien, Lin, Yiching, & Hsieh,
2016; Company, Contero, Varley, Aleixos, & Naya, 2009; Robertson & Radcliffe, 2009).
Nevertheless, the use of computers in this stage is a disputed question, particularly
related to CAD software. Some of the reasons that advise against it are the ambiguous
and uncertain nature of the conceptual design stage, the lack of special stimulus that
processes like hand sketching provide or the need for efficiently producing many
concepts (Krish, 2011).
One of the proposed approaches to computer aided concept design is generative design
(Bernal et al., 2015). It is a relatively new discipline in industrial design. It is more widely

spread in architecture design (Krish, 2011; Singh & Gu, 2011), where the algorithmic
nature of the generated geometry fits perfectly into the modern building aesthetics.
However, in the past few years, a specific approach of generative design related to
structural shape optimization is growing stronger in the engineering field, and new
proposals are arising in broader scopes.
Generative design may constitute a different way of breaking creative blockings by letting
the computer produce alternatives. The designer can explore a wider range of possible
product designs in a comparatively much lower time, so new aesthetic options may
emerge. (Bernal et al., 2015) hold that this mechanism nearly reproduces the “coevolving dialog between problem and solution that characterizes expert designers”
(Dorst & Cross, 2001), but they stress the lack of reformulation tools. (Hyun & Lee, 2018)
point out the need for flexible computational approaches focused on form exploration
and capable of producing a high number of concepts.
This paper proposes the use of generative shape modelling to explore product aesthetic
alternatives. We combine an interactive parametric modelling system with the notion of
“product vocabulary” from shape grammars and sketch transformation rules in order to
create a concept generator for stylistic product design.

1. Using computers for creative product styling.
1.1. From a representation tool to an idea generator.
The role of computers in the conceptual stage of the design process has been a matter
of discussion since the very existence of CAD. (Bernal et al., 2015; Dekker, 1992; Lubart,
2005; Tovey, 1997; van Dijk, 1995; Van Elsas & Vergeest, 1998; Vuletic et al., 2018).
The special nature of the tasks involved in this stage, which has been for a long time
incompatible with the way CAD works, constitutes one of the main obstacles to an
efficient use of computers in the ideation phase.
From the point of view of concept shape generation, the scientific community has driven
its efforts towards two main areas: analysing and improving the designer-computer
interaction experience and studying the combination of human and machine capabilities.
The first research corpus studies the suitability of CAD systems to provide a proper tool
for conceptual design and tries to find better conditions and propose changes in order to
improve their performance. Due to the abundance of studies about the relationship
between sketching and creativity, researches try to conceive and analyse computer tools
that emulate or favour the traditional sketch workflow.
Therefore, most of these works consider the implementation of sketch gestures in the
modelling process (Company et al., 2009; Cook & Agah, 2009; Olsen, Samavati, Sousa,
& Jorge, 2009; Samavati, Sousa, & Jorge, 2008; van Dijk & Mayer, 1997). Other works
focus on the analysis of software interfaces (Hewett, 2005; Machado, Gomes, & Walter,
2009; Selker, 2005) or the use of new paradigms in modelling and representation, most
of them also sketch based (Alcaide-Marzal, Diego-Más, Asensio-Cuesta, & PiquerasFiszman, 2013; Bae, Balakrishnan, & Singh, 2008; Igarashi, Matsuoka, & Tanaka, 1999;
Rahimian & Ibrahim, 2011). In the 90s, some works use the term Computer Aided
Conceptual Design to refer to this kind of software (van Dijk, 1995; Van Elsas & Vergeest,
1998)
The second research corpus investigates how to use the power of computers in order to
help designers to perform creative tasks more efficiently, or even to make the computers
produce solutions. This is the computational creativity approach (Gabriel et al., 2016)

and may include any computer application capable of generating product shapes not
directly built by the designer.
Algorithmic design procedures constitute the main research interest in this area. Different
algorithm implementations have been proposed and studied, being shape grammars and
evolutionary models the most frequent. According to (Bernal et al., 2015), the computer
aided conceptual design research focus has evolved from the first approach (computer
as an optimized shape representation tool) to the second one (computer as an intelligent
tool able to manipulate concepts and generate ideas). The authors, however, raise
several objections to this second approach, related to the limitations of CAD to handle
no hierarchical data and the difficulties to implement the designers’ expertise and instinct
in computer systems. These obstacles would prevent the computer to act as a designer.
We agree. Nevertheless, according to (Stones & Cassidy, 2010), designing digitally is
more related to computers allowing designers to explore solutions beyond what they can
draw or imagine than to designers using computers to more efficiently represent shapes.
This is what Mitchell called “digitally mediated design” (Granadeiro, Duarte, Correia, &
Leal, 2013). The computer does not substitute the designer, but it is neither a mere
representation tool. If used properly, its computational power may produce many suitable
alternatives, allowing the exploration of new solution fields and overcoming fixation. We
will discuss this computational (generative) approach in the next section.

1.2. Generative product design.
Generative design practices are still in an early stage in product design disciplines. Krish
describes its evolution stressing the lack of a theoretical framework to work with (Krish,
2011). Generative design involves the evaluation of a product state and the subsequent
application of suitable rules. The concept seems having found more attraction in
architecture (Chase, 2005; Rodrigues, Amaral, Gaspar, & Gomes, 2015; Shea, Aish, &
Gourtovaia, 2005; Singh & Gu, 2011), although progressively, new contributions are
appearing in other different disciplines such as graphic layouts (Cleveland, 2010),
electronic consumer products (Lin & Lee, 2013), jewellery (Kielarova, Pradujphongphet,
& Bohez, 2013) or interface design (Troiano & Birtolo, 2014).
Shape Grammars are among the most utilized generative methods. They have been
widely used since Stiny and Gips introduced them in their seminal work (Stiny & Gips,
1972). The work of (Agarwal & Cagan, 1996) is one of the first using shape grammars
for product design. (Hsiao & Chen, 1997) combine shape grammars with a semantic
approach to define significant shape structures for an office chair. Later, a work by (Hsiao
& Wang, 1998) used a similar approach to produce car designs.
An interesting contribution of the shape grammar concept is the formal research of brand
identity features. The work of (McCormack, Cagan, & Vogel, 2004) presents a study in
which shape grammars are used to capture Buick brand identity and generate alternative
coherent designs. Similar studies can be found related to Harley motorcycles (Pugliese
& Cagan, 2002), shampoo bottles (X. Chen & McKay, 2004), Coca Cola bottles (McKay,
Ang, Chau, & Pennington, 2006) or Porsche frontends (Aqeel, 2015).
The idea of shape grammars is very appealing as a procedure to implement a tool to
assist conceptual design by automatic generation of concepts. However, there is a need
for methodologies to adequate them to specific design goals (Ruiz-Montiel et al., 2013).
The complexity of object representations is also an obstacle to further development
(Chase, 2002). Due to this, shape grammars are still in an early implementation stage
into the product design toolset.

(Krish, 2011) holds that the power of modern parametric CAD systems has overcome
shape grammar approach. Parametric modelling allows the hierarchical representation
of relationships in the product geometry, and the exploration of alternatives by modifying
the parameters (Bernal et al., 2015). In (Granadeiro et al., 2013), the authors describe
some works in which a transition from shape grammars to parametric design systems is
performed. The conversion consists in translating the transformation rules of shape
grammars into parametric equations and variables.
(Turrin, von Buelow, & Stouffs, 2011) summarize several approaches to the use of
parametric modelling as a Computer Aided Conceptual Design tool. They also propose
a combination of parametric modelling and interactive genetic algorithms to control the
concept generation.
Genetic algorithms are in fact among the most utilized methods for computational design
exploration. (Renner & Ekárt, 2003) offer a review of their application to computer-aided
design. Since some early works such as (Bentley, 1998; Gero, 1996; Hybs & Gero,
1992), many studies have tested the use of evolutionary algorithms in product design:
Lamp holders (H. Liu, Tang, & Frazer, 2004); shape optimization for mobile phones (J.
Sun, Frazer, & Mingxi, 2007); wine glasses profiles (Su & Zhang, 2010). (Shieh, Li, &
Yang, 2018) use a combination of Kansei and evolutionary algorithms for vase designs.
In (O’Neill et al., 2010) or (H. C. Lee, Herawan, & Noraziah, 2012), genetic algorithms
are combined with shape grammars.
Based on this genetic concept, (Krish, 2011) proposes a different approach to generative
conceptual product design called Generative Design Method. Instead of a fitness
function, it uses randomness controlled by means of the allowed variability of each gene.
This proposal is simple and effective, and if set up properly, is able to generate many
different solutions, depending on the product. Besides that, by avoiding the need for a
fitness function constitutes a suitable system for subjective design problems, such as
styling design. We will discuss this issue in the next section.
Although randomness allows introducing some chaos and unexpectedness into the
process, it may also generate excessive divergence. Therefore, some works use
different algorithms to ensure a homogeneous space exploration (Gunpinar & Gunpinar,
2018; Khan & Awan, 2018; Khan & Gunpinar, 2018). (Dang et al., 2015) propose a
probability density function combined with machine learning to avoid pure random
concepts and focus generation in desired areas of the design space.

1.3. The aesthetic factor.
The consideration of subjective requirements, especially aesthetic ones, is an ongoing
research problem when using shape grammars, genetic algorithms, parametric design
or any other generative procedure as an aid to conceptual product design.
Shape grammars procedures use transformation rules that lead form one configuration
to another, but possibilities of implementing aesthetic criteria into the process are still
very limited. Works considering this factor are not very numerous. The aforementioned
study of the Buick appearance is an example (McCormack et al., 2004).
On the other hand, genetic algorithms need an evaluable performance of the design in
order to check the fitness of each individual in each generation. All of the aforementioned
works either use a goal function to find an optimal solution or make use of some degree
of interactivity. The use of human interaction is a widely utilized option to manage
subjective issues in evolutionary systems (H. Liu et al., 2004), such as the case of
interactive genetic algorithms (Cluzel, Yannou, & Dihlmann, 2012).

There are also many examples of research work using interactive genetic algorithms in
different product disciplines: fashion design (Gong, Hao, Zhou, & Sun, 2007; Kim & Cho,
2000; Mok et al., 2013), car styling (Cluzel et al., 2012; Dou, Zong, & Nan, 2016; Kelly,
Papalambros, & Seifert, 2008), perfume bottles (Kielarova & Sansri, 2017), garment
design (Hu, Ding, Zhang, & Yan, 2008). An interactive evolutionary system using shape
grammars is proposed in (H. Lee & Tang, 2006) to design cameras. (Hsiao, Chiu, & Lu,
2010) use genetic algorithms and Kansei for styling of coffee machines.
The problem of including human interaction into the evolutionary system is that it slows
down its performance, as humans cannot assess the alternatives as fast as the system
is capable of generating them (Renner & Ekárt, 2003), and they easily feel tired in this
kind of tasks (Gong et al., 2007).
Therefore, some research focuses on the automation of the evaluation stage. (Lo, Ko, &
Hsiao, 2015) quantify product aesthetics by means of an evaluation equation extracted
from aesthetic theories. They utilize it as a fitness function to make product solutions
evolve towards more pleasant ones. (Gu, Xi Tang, & Frazer, 2006) propose an IGA
combined with neural networks. Similarly, (X. Sun, Gong, & Zhang, 2012) propose an
IGA with semi-supervised learning to design sunglass lenses. (Hsiao & Tsai, 2005) use
trained fuzzy neural networks as fitness function for a genetic algorithm to design
electronic door locks. (Khan & Awan, 2018) propose an approach that works either
automatically or interactively, using Jaya algorithms to find optimal solutions. They use
it to design several products such as wine glasses, ceiling lamps, motorbikes or
loudspeakers.

2. Proposed methodology.
The analysis of the state of the art shows very promising research areas. Our approach,
however, focuses mostly on the nature of the computer task. Although an effective and
immediate connection between the computer-generated concepts and the detailed CAD
models is very desirable, we think that currently, this goal heavily restricts the potential
of a generative system to produce aesthetic solutions. Moreover, this kind of task is
somehow unrelated to the typical paper and pencil sketching process, resulting in several
of the disadvantages that human designers find when trying to work with traditional CAD
systems in the conceptual design stage.
We look for a computer tool able to assist the designer to explore conceptual product
volumetric shapes. At this stage, these shapes do not need to be completely correct or
fulfil exact functional requirements; they just need to be intuitively adequate, as if they
were pencil sketches. According to (Bernal et al., 2015) reinterpretation may also occur
when using computers. Therefore, unexpected shapes produced by a generative system
are potentially capable of suggesting new solution paths for the designer to follow.
However, these authors also point out the lack of reformulation capabilities as a
drawback of generative design. This may be true if we consider a static use of generative
design. Nonetheless, if the generative system provides a high degree of interactivity to
the designer, making possible to modify any parameter at any time, then reformulation
is possible.
Hence, our proposal is based on an interactive generative system producing conceptual
shapes. Following some authors (H. Liu et al., 2004; Stones & Cassidy, 2010), it is not
conceived as a product modeller, but as a style explorer. In fact, some authors
recommend a separate computer system from detailed CAD modellers (van Dijk, 1995).
Therefore, we have prioritized the variability of generated shapes over the topological
precision and consequently over the CAD readiness. Namely, the system may generate
geometrical combinations that may be incorrect but that give a proper visual idea of the
suggested shape. For example, in general the system does not perform Boolean

operations, to increase operational speed. Due to this, the solutions may present
overlapping geometry. In fact, most of them do. They may also present disconnected
geometry, although this is less frequent and easier to correct. The reason is that we do
not expect the system to obtain CAD models ready to work on, but conceptual “3D
sketch” models useful to inspire varied and hopefully unexpected and original shapes.
As the purpose of these models is producing emergence, they may even be intuitively
incorrect (Hsiao & Chen, 1997).
This strong simplification serves another purpose: A high generality and variability of the
system. Our aim is to define an open model, valid for almost any product and easy to
adjust and modify to include new geometric features (Hoisl & Shea, 2011). The use of
combined general geometries instead of very product-specific ones helps in this goal.
(K. Chen & Owen, 1998) present a generative system that separate products into spatial
configurable volumes. A set of rules determine their relationships, incorporating stylistic
as well as geometric information to the system. The model proposed in this work
operates in a similar way. We divide the product shape into coherent volumes and
represent them as a structure of morph boxes (product structure). The system is able to
generate simple units of geometry, from 2D profiles to basic 3D bodies (product
vocabulary). They are mapped into the boxes to build the representation of the concept.
The boxes control the proportions and relationships between structure elements, while
the profile and body generator control the geometric features at different levels. Every
step is either controlled or randomized.

Figure 1. Mapping geometry onto morph box.

This strategy allows using the same geometric units in different parts of the product or in
different products. There will be of course parts that will need specific shapes not suitable
for other ones, but still in these cases, the possibility exists of trying just to explore shape
combinations.

2.1. Identifying an initial product grammar.
The first step in the proposed method is to analyse a wide range of existing products in
order to determine the initial grammar of the product. It is important to note that here we
use the concept of “grammar” in a broad sense, referring to the basic shapes and
geometric relationships that confer a product its visual identity.
The purpose of this stage is twofold. Firstly, we need to define the main volumes and
features of the product, in order to determine its fundamental structure. Secondly, we
pursue to identify predominant general shapes in this particular product, those that
constitute its basic vocabulary. This information will allow us to feed the model with the
essential elements that confer the product its geometric nature. Both goals are of course
very straightforward in most of the existing products. However, a deep review of the
product features and a subsequent implementation allows a more flexible product
structure and a richer vocabulary, thus increasing the model ability to produce different

concepts. A certain level of flexibility in the vocabulary is also convenient in order to
favour the emergence of shapes with higher level of novelty.

Figure 2. Product structure and vocabulary

The vocabulary is restricted if possible to combinations of primitive shapes and
operations capable of generating most of the features detected in each volume. Our goal
is to keep the basic units as general as possible as long as they are suitable to represent
the product nature. The application of transformations or the addition of new volumes
increase the model´s complexity if needed.

2.2. Setting transformation rules.
Shape grammars use transformation rules to produce new shapes out of existing ones.
These transformations may be translations, rotations, reflections, substitutions... Rules
are applied by identifying an existing geometry, analysing the applicable rules and
deciding which one to apply. Rules are usually specific to the product under study.
The proposed approach intend to keep the model as general as possible. We utilize the
transformations described in (Prats, Lim, Jowers, Garner, & Chase, 2009), where the
researchers identify several “general rules” that designers use to produce different
solution sketches. They recommend considering these rules when conceiving a
computer aided design system. Some other works have already used this set of rules
(Alcaide-Marzal et al., 2013; Kielarova, Pradujphongphet, & Bohez, 2015). In this work,
we have implemented them to replicate, in the system environment, the mechanisms
used by designers to generate creative solutions. In fact, as the proposed system allows
the participation of the designer in any moment, it very closely approximates the
interactive workflow described in that paper. The designer builds an initial shape; the
computer produces transformations over it; the designer uses them to refine the concept;
the computer may produce new transformations over the refined ones, and so on.

Table 1. Transformation rules

2.3. Building the computer generative model.
This stage is fundamental to achieve satisfactory results when producing solutions.
(Krish, 2011) describes the need for a well-balanced model, capable of generating varied
solutions but also feasible and geometrically coherent.
The computer generative model (CGM) has been built using Grasshopper 1.0.0006 for
Rhinoceros V6. This software constitutes a very convenient way to implement generative
design procedures, obtaining an immediate geometric result. Lately, its use in research
involving algorithmic and generative design has increased notably.
The system consists of three major areas:
a) The first area is devoted to construction of basic parametric shapes, which
constitute the basic product vocabulary. There are components that define 2D
profiles such as basic shapes, polylines or random curves. They help to build 3D
geometry (boxes, extrusions, revolutions, lofts). These shapes are adapted to fit
the nature of a given product, depending on the analysis performed about its
morphology. They also allows instilling a particular style, a personal trait or a
desired set of features for the product, by implementing a defined geometry. This
area produces mostly outline transformations, substitution and addition of
geometry.
b) The second area reflects the product structure. Here, the designer may decide
the general disposition of the product’s main parts, by means of bounding boxes,
which will receive the shapes generated in the first area. The designer can control
the proportions of these boxes and their relative positions in order to generate
variations. The system may as well randomly change these parameters, if the
designer decides so. This area produces mainly structure transformations,
substitutions, additions or deletions.
c) The third area allows applying transformations to the shapes rendered in the
previous areas. These transformations may be translations, rotations, reflections,
arrays, twists, scaling, trimming... These are structure transformation rules,
addition and cutting.

Figure 3. The CGM implemented in Grasshopper.

From a genetic perspective, the CGM represent the genotype of the product, the
parameters being the genes. Different sets of values for each parameter produce
different phenotypes. All of the parameters that control the geometry of the elements on
each area may be either manually set or randomly generated. The designer may decide
which parameters are fixed and which ones are to be randomized and to which degree.
When the CGM generates a random concept, the designer may manually change any of
the resulting features to finish or retouch it. It is also possible to produce a new random
concept out of the existing one, keeping some features unchanged.
The CGM starts from an initial configuration, determined by the expression of different
traits (geometries) and the value of each corresponding parameter (initial phenotype).
The designer is able to define the probability of occurrence (PO) of each trait and the
parameter variability (PV) of each feature, in order to explore the design space.

Figure 4. Application of rules over several 2D shapes

3. Exploratory case studies.
Due to the difference of purposes, it is difficult to compare the performance of the
proposed model against that of previous in the literature, which consider not only
aesthetic shape generation but also functional requirements. Therefore, to validate the
model we have developed versions of the CGM for many of the existing examples,
analysing the behaviour of the model and its ability to represent effectively plausible and
highly varied product geometries. We present this test in the following section. The first
cases are described a little more in depth, to show the CGM possibilities.

3.1. Perfume bottles.
We have used for the first test perfume bottles, the same product as in the optimization
study described in (Kielarova & Sansri, 2017). In this work, objective design requirements
are also considered. A similar product (shampoo bottles) is utilized in (X. Chen & McKay,
2004), using a shape grammar approach to capture brand image, with no other
restrictions.
(Kielarova & Sansri, 2017) divide the bottle into three main sections (base, body and
neck). We divide the genetic bottle model into three main volumes as well, but differently
distributed (bottle body, cap base and cap body). Therefore, the initial structure consists
of three main configurable volumes, plus two more additional volumes to add particular
aesthetic details. This configuration may of course vary in many ways. It is possible, with
little effort, to place more volumes where needed in order to enrich the concepts
aesthetic. A sample of the grammar analysis is shown in previous section 2.1.
The bottle CGM grammar presents 16 configurable 2D shapes, 6 3D basic operations
and 10 basic transformations plus some additional aesthetic options such as vertical
arrays. Most of the 3D transformations are general, whereas many of the 2D shapes
derive from the product analysis, allowing certain geometries to be present.

Figure 5. Perfume bottle basic grammar

The minimum configuration of the generative model (just one transformation of each
kind) comprises 124 parameters. A random component controls each parameter, so as
the designer can assign different randomization levels.

Table 2. Perfume bottles parameters

Considering simply the shape combinations that we can achieve with this initial grammar,
we get 56 main shape families (16 vertical extrusions, 16 horizontal extrusions, 16 lofts,
revolutions, cylinders, spheres, cones, boxes and 3 platonic shapes), which we may use
almost indistinctly to create bottles bodies, cap bases or cap bodies. Some primitive
shapes such as cubes, cylinders or cones are also present in the model for simplicity.
As recommended by (Krish, 2011), we use simple shapes, one of each set, as an initial
genetic model to explore the solutions space. In order to demonstrate the potential of the
model to produce different alternatives, the next figure shows some of the results,
grouped by bottle body families.

Figure 6. Several body families of perfume bottles

All these variations come from the same genetic model. Unexpected shapes arise
relatively easily when the model expresses genes related to basic or secondary
transformations. Random curves also generate interesting and organic geometries.
Below we show the shape rules applied to build all the solutions of the first group from
the initial one.

Figure 7. Transformation rules from initial solution

Evidently, these shape rules need the corresponding parameter values to define entirely
the resulting solution. Although we have displayed all the rule sequences from the
starting basic shape, each solution is reachable from any other. In fact, most of the
solutions included derive from intermediate ones through random exploration or manual
reformulation. The designer may apply “inverse” shape rules as well, if a random solution
turns out more appealing cancelling some features.

Figure 8. Design flow with reformulation. Manual changes are possible in each step.

An important strategy of designers while sketching solutions is the design families
exploration (Lim et al., 2008). The CGM allows this vertical exploration of shapes by
playing with the probability of occurrence (PO) of each trait in the solutions. In the
following picture, we present different product generations. Those in column A are
rendered with PO=15% and PV=25% for all parameters. Groups in column B represent
generations with PV=25% but a particular PO raised to 95% (for array in the first row, for
non-uniform scale in the second). Groups in column C keep these values but increase
the probability of a particular shape (“curve revolutions” and “vertical extrusions from
symmetric 6-point curves”). Allowing at least a minimum probability for all
transformations enhances variability and favours unexpected solutions. In this case, the
two solutions highlighted in column B present the same traits (array and non-uniform
scale) despite coming from different configurations.

Figure 9. Exploring shape families through probability of occurrence.

This mechanism emulates the “probability density function” used in (Dang et al., 2015).
Assigning higher probabilities to desired traits, the designer may control the style of the
product while keeping other parameters variable.
TEXT FOR ONLINE VERSION: The whole exploration of the perfume bottle space
turned out too large to be fully described here. We have attached a video showing parts
of the sessions.
VIDEO01

3.2. Table lamps.
As generality is an important goal of the proposed model, a new case study is prepared
to check the transformation of a product structure into a similar one. We use the same
product structure of the perfume bottles to generate table lamps, following the work of
(H. Liu et al., 2004). The approach of this research is very similar to ours, as the focus
lays exclusively on product aesthetic performance, and the designer interactively guides
the evolution of the system.
(H. Liu et al., 2004) use a four parts structure (base, body, light and shade). We divide
the table lamp into three main volumes (base, body and shade). Therefore, we only need
to adjust the boxes proportions in the CGM to obtain a “lamp generator” from the “bottle
generator”. The product vocabulary area is only modified to add sweep shapes and
hollow extrusions, in order to include some features that are relevant to the lamp
morphology. The rest of the genetic model remains the same.

Figure 10. Adapting the perfume bottle structure to the lamp example.

In the following graphic, we present some result grouped by base or by body shape
families.

Figure 11. Several lamp families by base and body

A very interesting feature of the proposed CGM is the possibility of transferring traits
between products. Once added the sweep and hollow extrusion operations to the lamp
model, we thought of inserting them in the previous bottle model (increasing the initial
bottle grammar). Two new whole families of concepts emerged in this test, enlarging the
design space. This CGM feature represents a good example of the “analogy building”
creative strategy (Bernal et al., 2015). It also allows generating stylistically coherent
products (bottles and lamps in this case) by using common traits (K. Chen & Owen,
1998).

Figure 12. New perfume bottles families through analogy building.

TEXT FOR ONLINE VERSION: As in the previous example, we have attached a video
showing part of the exploration session.

VIDEO02
3.3. More complex examples.
Both previous case studies had a very close product structure and little geometric
restrictions. A final test was performed using other examples from the literature review:
Jewellery rings (Kielarova et al., 2013), coffee makers (Agarwal & Cagan, 1996; Hsiao

et al., 2010), office chairs (Hsiao & Chen, 1997), wheel rims (Gunpinar & Gunpinar, 2018;
Hoisl & Shea, 2011; Khan & Gunpinar, 2018; Lim et al., 2008) and, related to this one,
motorbikes (Khan & Awan, 2018; Pugliese & Cagan, 2002). The goal was to check the
model ability to adapt to very different products with varied and more complex geometric
requirements.
After analysing the grammar of each product, we adapted the CGM to each structure
and vocabulary. Several sets of 20 alternatives were produced, using random generation
at start and tweaking some of the concepts.
TEXT FOR ONLINE VERSION: Some raw results and other explorations can be found
in the videos attached.
VIDEO03
VIDEO04
VIDEO05

Figure 13. Groups of solutions for office chairs, jewellery rings and coffee makers.

Figure 14. Groups of solutions for rims and motorbikes.

The following table describes the adaptation of the CGM to these products, as well as
average and maximum generation times (AGT and MGT). Obtaining the ring model was
almost straightforward, as the elements used in the bottle grammar were able to produce
most of the shapes identified in the ring study, except the ring itself. The coffee maker
model was also relatively easy to achieve. The models for the office chair and the
motorbike required a higher degree of adaptation, mainly due to their structures. We
used line-based models in order to achieve an easy reorientation of the morph boxes,
which were mostly not vertical. This kind of structure base has proved more flexible to
complex product configurations and will be generalised in future versions.

Table 3. Grammar adaptation and performance for the seven products

The CGM run on an AMD Ryzen 5 1400 QuadCore 3.2 GHz. The average time needed
to produce a new random solution was 0.812 s.

Table 4. Grammar usage by product part

This table summarizes the use of grammar elements in each product during tests. Black
dots represent elements (columns) initially included in the product grammar and utilized
with coherent results in the corresponding structure part (rows). A result is considered
coherent if its geometry respects the basic functionality of the product. White dots
represent enlarged grammar, elements that initially where not included or used in that
part, but by analogy mechanism, they have been eventually utilized. We have used this
information to build a genetic correlation matrix. Although this is a very primary approach,
it allows illustrating the CGM potential to adapt to different products. We assign a value
of 1 to black dots and 0.5 to white ones. The each cell (g) of the genetic correlation matrix
is built from cells of the grammar usage table (a) following this expression:
𝑎
𝑔

∑

𝑎

𝑎
𝑎

The matrix reflects common grammar elements between structure parts of the products.
The score in cell AB indicates how much of the grammar of B is present in A. Products
or parts of products whose rows present many high scores (>0.7, highlighted) utilize a
great percentage of the whole general grammar, while those with low scores use only
part of it and show less shape variations. Values over 1 represent potential use of
grammar elements of B in A. From the matrix, we can observe that:




Products whose shape is less functionally restricted make more use of the
grammar possibilities and in more of their parts when producing suitable
solutions.
Even those products very limited by their geometric functionality present parts
with high variation capability. It is possible to adjust and reuse grammars from
less restricted products in these parts.
Parts with similar functional restrictions make use of similar grammar elements.

Table 5. Genetic correlation matrix

In the cases studied, perfume bottles, table lamps and rings have made a more intensive
use of the grammar elements. The set motorbike-wheel rims, due to its functional
configuration, is the most restricted product.

4. Discussion.
The CGM performed satisfactorily in all the products tested. Once ready the model, the
generation of variations proved very fruitful, even in the most complex cases, and time
needed to produce a solution was below one second in average.
The generality of the CGM has been demonstrated by the application to the exploration
of design spaces of very different products. Despite this, we think that in this aspect there
is room for improvement. An easier manipulation of product structures is desirable to
simplify the adaptation to different products. On the other side, changes in the vocabulary
needed to switch from a product to another have been reasonably low. However, models
of products with higher geometric functionality require more specific grammar items to
render productive.
The addition of new items to the grammar increases noticeably the design space, which
benefits exploration. In our opinion, the modular flexibility of the CGM constitutes one of
its main advantages and makes it outperform previous methods in this aspect. It provides
generality, makes the CGM scalable, allows the trait transference feature and even
makes possible the use of predefined CAD (or previous CGM) geometry inside a product
model.
The CGM mimics the communication cycle between designer and computer described
by (Prats et al., 2009). Apart from stimulating emergence through random generation,
we have shown that it provide designers with other different creative strategies described
in the literature such as reformulation, design families exploration, design by analogy,
combination or transformation. We consider that the performance of these features in
design practice deserve a particular study and will be subject of future works.
Despite the good results, we are aware that this is an exploratory study and the approach
needs more development. The construction of the first model (bottles) was hard and its
fine-tuning very demanding, and many aspects of the CGM could be improved and
optimized. The use of a particular software is also a limitation. The designer must have
a deep understanding of it to achieve a high degree of experimentation, as many shape

combinations emerge by playing with the model at its lower level. It is possible to prepare
interfaces for Grasshopper definitions; however, in our experience they still impose
severe limitations to the model interactivity.
Finally, although the tests presented permit an internal validation of the proposal, an
external validation would confirm to which extent the method is useful. These
complementary studies are part of the future works.

5. Conclusions.
In this work, we have presented and tested a generative design technique focused on
obtaining a high number of valid aesthetic proposals for product design. The goal was to
build a general geometric definition able to produce many different and coherent
conceptual shapes of very different products, with minimum changes.
Despite the aforementioned limitations, the results are satisfactory and open an
interesting space of research in the adaptation of design creativity theories to generative
computer techniques. Advances in modelling and in hardware capabilities are blurring
the limits with the detail design stage, making possible to perform calculations over very
preliminary conceptual shapes. With many limitations, this would also be possible in our
proposal. However, we claim that in the first stages of design a place has to remain free
for aesthetic shape exploration.
In this sense, we are working on the enhancement and encoding of the CGM elements,
the generation of adaptable product structures and the exploration of workflow
possibilities. It is possible to connect several instances of the CGM to explore parts
separately. Designers may create and reutilize repositories of CGM generated geometry
to increase performance. The consideration of particular cases is also under study. For
instance, products characterized by just one main volume with significant surface
variations (shoes, helmets, electronic devices) or very organic shapes need a specific
approach. A connection with some machine learning mechanism to help designers to
evaluate concepts is also under development.
As a final reflection, we consider that a complete implementation of computer aided
conceptual design requires a change in the way we design today. In (Lin & Lee, 2013),
the authors differentiate between generative designers (people who design the
generative system) and industrial designers (people who use the generative system to
design products). Maybe this distinction makes sense nowadays, but in our opinion, it
will be fading with time. The design of a generative system determines completely the
solutions space that it is able to explore. In fact, it requires creativity to design a prolific
generative system and to experiment with it. It is not a closed tool used to produce
variations by switching controls. It is open and evolves with the solution. Just as sketches
do.
This research did not receive any specific grant from funding agencies in the public,
commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.
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